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Jingu in Han Dynasty is a mandatory provision which means the 
deprivation of a person‟s right to work as a civil servant.  Those who have been 
Jingu-ed will never have a chance to run for a position in Official System. The 
history of Jingu can be traced back to the Western Zhou Dynasty, but it was not 
finally set down as a institution until Emperor Wen of Han Dynasty. And then it 
became a important part of laws in Han Dynasty. Jingu in Han Dynasty  are 
mainly applied to two kinds of classes: those who are excluded from the Civil 
Servant System because of their inferior identity, including merchants and a 
son-in-law who lives in the home of his wife‟s parents; and those who are 
Jingu-ed for their criminal acts, including government officials and intellectuals 
These two completely different kinds of applicable targets are both deprived the 
right of working as a civil servant for unlike reasons, which complicated the 
property of Jingu in Han Dynasty. So I will do a research on the nature of Jingu 
and the reasons why it was established in Han Dynasty based on these two 
different kinds of objects. Besides, in order to show the complete picture of 
Jingu in Han Dynasty, I will also discuss in this article the concept of Jingu and 
Gu, and the characters and main contents of Jingu on the basis of researches of 
predecessors. 
This dissertation is made up of four part: 
The first part ,which is a summary of Jingu, will mainly work on clearing 
up the concept of Jingu and Gu, and the relationship between them. In addition, 
it will also analyze the nature of Jingu and point out that Jingu is just a 
discriminative political regulation in the case of merchants and the son-in-law 
who lives in the home of his wife‟s parents, while we can regard i t as one kind 
of penalty in case of government officials and intellectuals who are Jingu-ed for 













Jingu by comparing it with Chuming and Mianguan. 
The second part,which is the formation and its reasons of Jingu,will states 
Jingu‟s formation process from its origin to its establishment,  from which it trys 
to look for the reasons why Jingu was legalized in Han Dynasty. 
The third part, which is the main contents of Jingu in Han Dynasty, will 
illustrate the legal effect ,the applying range, the term and the relief of Jingu in 
Han Dynasty, in which the case of Jingu‟s applying range is mainly stated.  
The fourth part, which is the evaluation of Jingu in Han Dynasty, will 
analyze the positive function and the negative influence of Jingu in Han 
Dynasty from a perspective of historical materialism. 
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